Abstract: In this letter we present a novel approach for robust source transmission where variablelength source and channel encoding are concatenated in parallel. Simulation results show that for waveform source signals the proposed scheme shows a strong increase in decoding performance compared to the typically applied serially concatenated scheme.
Thus, an iterative decoding scheme can be applied where one constituent decoder is replaced by the symbol-level soft-input soft-output (SISO) VLC source decoder derived in [6] , which is capable of exploiting the index dependencies within the vector " for error correction.
The proposed decoder structure is depicted in Fig. 2 . At the beginning of the iterations the VLC source decoder calculates a-posteriori probabilities (APPs)
for the source indices # . These APPs are converted to L-values for the source index bits 
, where
contains both reliability information from the AWGN channel output and extrinsic information for the index bit decoder, where we use the BCJR algorithm [7] for APP channel decoding. Note that in contrast to turbo decoding with systematic codes, where the received information bits are also applied to the second constituent decoder, here this information is provided by the reliabilities for the already source-decoded bits in form of
. The feedback to the source decoder is carried out by sending extrinsic information
as in standard turbo decoding. Since the VLC source decoder from [6] needs index-based a-priori information, the L-values for the PCJSCC approach, respectively. 1 1 The same code polynomials can also be obtained by a code search based on EXIT charts [9] . However, for the here used short block lengths there may be a strong mismatch between simulated and calculated decoding trajectory.
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